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The impact of your United Way is executed through an actively engaged community, uniting around our guiding principle of building a thriving community. Uniting people, ideas, and resources, one individual and one family at a time, results in a stronger community, which makes all of us, individually, stronger ourselves. Your United Way celebrated 100 years of serving Tucson and Southern Arizona throughout 2022, and as we enter the new year, we commence our second century of service in doing what we have always done. Uniting the community in service of others.

Our collective impact is strengthened by working with more than 80 non-profit agencies, the municipalities of three counties, dozens of local, regional, and national foundations and coalitions, and hundreds of business and educational entities. This work involves breaking down silos and a united approach for the strongest possible results.

Developing solutions for complex social challenges is not something a single entity can do alone. When we unite and combine resources, expertise, and data, meaningful connections are made. Our community depends on the active engagement of our business, government, and non-profit partners to support programs and initiatives that promote high quality education, financial wellness, and healthy communities for everyone in Southern Arizona no matter the zip code you’re born in. A vibrant, healthy community benefits us all.

One example of Stronger United in action from the past year can be seen from our Cradle to Career (C2C) Partnership. C2C brings together a broad range of partners from across various sectors to develop and implement strategies that improve educational outcomes for our children.

This past year, C2C partners supported sixth grade educators in the Marana Unified School District by focusing on building teachers’ knowledge base to support their students in math. This included testing strategies, analyzing classroom data, and providing crucial professional development for the educators. This hands-on work directly led to district-wide change and the launch of a similar program in the Tucson Unified School District.

This critical improvement to our local education system was not accomplished in a bubble. It required cross-sector innovation, collaboration, and execution. The C2C Partnership is just one of the more than 20 active programs that are each a unique manifestation of being stronger united. We are thankful to our community for allowing us to have served nearly 260,000 individuals in 2022.

We all have something to contribute to being stronger united. Whether you’re able to volunteer your time, give of your talent, or donate your treasure, there’s a role and place for us all. When a community rallies around a united first approach, the local economy is healthier, the workforce is stronger, and opportunities more abundant.

As we enter our next century together, let’s all be mindful of those who have come before us, paving the way, and allowing us to build on their successes, multiplying their efforts, and doing ever better in the process. We are grateful in this season of reflection and say thank you, Tucson, and Southern Arizona, for supporting your United Way and demonstrating the power of living Stronger United.
WHO WE ARE

United Way of Tucson and Southern Arizona responds to our community’s needs, transforms individual lives and brings long-lasting, systemic change to our community by focusing on the key, underlying issues. We fight for education, financial wellness, equity and healthy communities for every person in Tucson and Southern Arizona from birth to end of life. Our role as community convener enables us to form strategic partnerships, mobilize the best resources and be the catalyst for needed, positive change.

MISSION

Building a thriving community by uniting people, ideas and resources.

VISION

A community where every child receives a high-quality education from birth to career, every adult has the opportunity to thrive financially and in the workplace, and every older person can retire and age with dignity and independence.

CORE VALUES

Accountable, Collaborative, Community-Oriented, Inclusive, Respectful, Results-Focused, Service-Oriented, and Transparent.
United Way goes beyond temporary fixes to create lasting change in our community. We convene people and organizations to find innovative solutions that positively impact more than 257,344 lives in Southern Arizona every year.
257,344

PEOPLE SERVED IN TUCSON AND SOUTHERN ARIZONA

United Way’s Community Impact

- **Children, Youth & Caregivers**: 52%
- **Families and Individuals**: 19%
- **Older Adults**: 29%

Six Year Increase: 107.53%
Together we are STRONGER UNITED.

Last year, more than 250,000 people were given life-changing support through the work of your United Way. That’s 1 in 4 members of our community. With 21% of our community living at or below the poverty line we know our programs, strategies, and commitment to increase impact is aligned in the strongest way with the needs of our community.

Donations to the Community Impact Fund deliver crucial services to children, families, and older adults in Tucson and Southern Arizona. This Fund provides vital support to our neighbors in the areas of education, financial wellness, and health. A donation to this fund is an investment in the future economic health of our community through its greatest resource, our people.

Through our direct services, programming, partnerships, grant funding, and volunteers this fund multiplies every $1 invested into a $5 impact. Our 100 years in Tucson and Southern Arizona has shown us that when we live united, we can achieve more than any single entity can alone because we’re Stronger UNITED.
BIRTH TO END OF LIFE SERVICES

EDUCATION
Improve educational and life outcomes for children, youth and young adults by advancing equity and excellence in education.

Programs:
- Accelerate Quality Cradle to Career Partnership (C2C)
- Dolly Parton Imagination Library
- Early Grade Literacy
- Family Support Alliance
- First Focus on Kids (FFK)
- Great Expectations
- My Summer Library
- Parent Advisory Group
- Pima County Children & Nature
- Read On Pima

FINANCIAL WELLNESS
Improve the equity of employment and financial wellness outcomes of adults and families for life-long well-being.

Programs:
- Coalition for Family Financial Wellness Partnership
- Financial Wellness: Southern Arizona Community Resources
- Operation United
- SingleCare Discount Prescription Card
- Singleton Foundation
- Volunteer Income Tax Assistance (VITA)

HEALTHY COMMUNITIES
Provide equitable access through education and resources to improve the quality of living and dying for older people and their families.

Programs:
- Affordable Housing for Older Adults
- Direct Care Workforce Resource
- ELDER Alliance
- End of Life Care Partnership
- Healthcare
At United Way of Tucson and Southern Arizona we firmly believe in and are committed to fostering a community built on principles of equity, diversity and inclusion, where everyone has equal access to opportunities, resources, and fair treatment. United Way recognizes that historic and systemic barriers have created disparities that persist across various dimensions of identity, including but not limited to race, ethnicity, gender, sexual orientation, socio-economic status, ability, and religion.

Our commitment to equity is rooted in the understanding that diversity is a fundamental strength, and by embracing and celebrating the unique experiences, perspectives, and contributions of every individual, we can create a more just and inclusive world. We seek to dismantle discriminatory practices and biases, and actively work towards eliminating inequalities in all aspects.

United Way of Tucson and Southern Arizona tracks data and analytics on all our programs and partnerships to find scalable solutions for our community. One area where we’ve been able to advance our equity lens is by finding new ways of reaching historically underserved and excluded populations. We can do this by increasing our demographic data collection internally as well as with partner programs. Since late 2020, demographic reporting has been collected on all applicable programs enabling us to make more informed decisions and bring the right voices to the table.

In particular, our Emergency Fund uses data to understand who is benefiting from funds and how to equitably reach households in need. In 2022, 292,854 people received help with basic needs from United Way’s emergency funding. Reporting reveals that 60% of supported households are headed by women, 2.5% include a veteran, and 24.7% with someone with a chronic health condition or disability. 65.7% of households identify as Hispanic/Latinx, 19.3% as non-Hispanic White, 17.3% as Black or African American, and 2% as American Indian or Alaskan Native. *note some households identified as a multi-racial household

“United Way recognizes that historic and systemic barriers have created disparities that persist across various dimensions of identity...”
Cecele and Raul, born and raised in Southern Arizona, have always dreamed of creating more opportunities for their children than they had. Growing up with little means they both looked for opportunities to improve their lives and break the cycle of generational poverty. Now as parents themselves, they are going to school, working 2-3 jobs, and navigating the joys and challenges of parenthood. Cecele and Raul have never been short on hard work and determination. Unfortunately, this hasn’t been enough to provide a pathway to the stability and opportunities they want for their kids. This year, they sought help from community resources and were connected to United Way of Tucson and Southern Arizona.

Through United Way of Tucson’s network of programs and services the Leon family has had access to high quality educational opportunities, received financial wellness and planning tools and have learned healthy behaviors for child development and self-care. The Leon family has never asked for or wanted a handout. They simply wanted an equitable chance to use the tools and opportunities available to hard working individuals to get a hand up. The Leon children are being given tools their parents never had. A dream come true for Cecele and Raul.

Our Tucson and Southern Arizona communities are filled with tens of thousands of loving and hardworking families just like the Leon’s. United Way of Tucson is striving to bring equitable opportunities to individuals and families that will create a ripple effect in our community for generations to come.
EDUCATION

United Way improves educational and life outcomes for children, youth and young adults from Birth to Career by advancing equity and excellence in education. Every step in a child’s life lays the foundation for future success. Together with our partners, we’re working on a variety of education programs and initiatives.

Cradle to Career (C2C) is a partnership of leaders from both the education and business sectors in Pima County who are using data to improve educational outcomes. The Family Support Alliance provides vulnerable families with the parenting resources they need to raise healthy and engaged children. The Great Expectations Program offers professional development to early childhood educators at no cost. Read On Pima provides support to eight local school districts to mitigate summer reading loss. Accelerate Quality aims to increase the number of quality early childhood education slots in Pima County.

188,844
BOOKS
GIVEN TO CHILDREN TO BUILD THEIR PERSONAL LIBRARIES

995
FAMILIES
RECEIVED GUIDANCE FOR RAISING AND NURTURING THEIR CHILD AT HOME

1,372
OPPORTUNITY YOUTH
CONNECTED BACK TO EDUCATION & CAREER PATHWAYS THROUGH RE-ENGAGEMENT SERVICES

4,813
PARENTS & CAREGIVERS
REACHED THROUGH BIRTH - AGE 8 LITERACY PROGRAMMING EFFORTS

1,459
CHILDREN
ARE IN EARLY CARE AND EDUCATION PROGRAMS ACTIVELY ENGAGED IN QUALITY IMPROVEMENT EFFORTS

11.
The Accelerate Quality program anchored at United Way of Tucson and Southern Arizona is committed to increasing the supply of high-quality early care and education opportunities for young children in Pima County so that all children get off to a strong start in learning and life. "It was a blessing when you called, because it was really touch and go trying to maintain a childcare the last couple of years, we were starting to feel really defeated. When I heard from you I was super excited because I knew you had resources and professional development opportunities we didn't previously have access to." - Deirdre O'Dowd, Owner/Director of Learning to Grow Childcare

To hear more visit or scan:
https://uwt.onl/AQ

My Summer Library at United Way of Tucson gives participating children the opportunity to select 12 free books to keep for their home library and read over the summer. Research has shown that access to books in the home can foster love of literacy and the early skills needed to become fluent readers later in the elementary years, especially for under-resourced families. Last year, we served 114 classrooms, which included 2,212 children receiving 26,544 books. "I just wanted to say thank you for all of these amazing new books that my daughter brought home on Friday. This is almost 78 dollars worth of books, and it's a great mix of books she can read to me and books that I can read to her. This was a really big deal and a huge jumpstart for my daughter's enthusiasm about reading." – Parent, My Summer Library Student
United Way’s Financial Wellness team focuses on improving the equity of employment and financial wellness outcomes for adults and families. They work toward a vision where everyone in Southern Arizona has the resources and access to meet basic expenses, save for emergencies, make informed financial decisions, pursue wealth-building opportunities, and contribute a voice to community decisions.

The Volunteer Income Tax Assistance (VITA) program provides free, quality tax preparation to households earning up to $73,000 annually. The Coalition for Family Financial Wellness, in partnership with the Siemer Institute, helps families avoid eviction, build income, and maintain school connections for children. The Financial Wellness Partnership, our growing network of nonprofits, government, and education organizations focused on economic mobility, engaged 40 entities last year with monthly meetings about best practices, community resources, and emerging financial research.

11,770 LOW-INCOME WORKING FAMILIES IN ARIZONA RECEIVED FREE TAX PREP

$20 MILLION IN FEDERAL REFUNDS RETURNED TO LOW-INCOME ARIZONA RESIDENTS

INCLUDING $6.4 MILLION IN EARNED INCOME TAX CREDIT

13,586 INDIVIDUALS RECEIVED ACCESS TO LOW-COST PRESCRIPTIONS THROUGH THE SINGLECARE PROGRAM

3,058 INDIVIDUALS & FAMILIES PROVIDED MUCH NEEDED SERVICES THROUGH OUR EMERGENCY RELIEF FUND
GARDEN DISCOVERY DAYS

The Family Support Alliance anchored at United Way helps fund the UA Cooperative Extension in Pima County to teach classes at the Arizona State Prison Complex. The innovative program works with fathers who have been incarcerated to teach them parenting skills and the importance of the role they play in their children’s lives through gardening. Garden Discovery Days classes demonstrate how gardening can teach parents to engage, let go, encourage, redirect, and nurture their children. The class offers a creative, non-threatening way to enhance parenting skills, communication, and self-esteem. “When I heard about this class, it did not make sense to me why gardening and parenting would be taught together. After getting into it, I realized how the two do go together. The responsibility of caring for a garden is like caring for your child. Both need patience, preparation, food, and a healthy environment. It is a cool way of learning parenting!” - Garden Discovery Dad Participant

VITA SUCCESS

The Volunteer Income Tax Assistance Program (VITA) at United Way of Tucson provides free tax preparation for people earning up to $73k annually. Each year, VITA completes thousands of tax returns for local families. One such family, the Molina’s, came up from Nogales for in person services. They’d lost significant income over the pandemic and wanted to save money on tax preparation services. In prior years, they had been filing with commercial services and always had to pay. With little earned income, they were hoping to qualify for the EITC. Their VITA preparer applied the 2019 “look back” option, which significantly added to their refund. “It is hard to put in words their gratitude and mood change, from anxiety and worry to joy, like a burden had been lifted when they learned their return had already been accepted electronically right there at the VITA facility and that they’d be getting a significant return.” - Jessica Smith, VITA Volunteer
HEALTHY COMMUNITIES

ELDER ALLIANCE
United Way’s Healthy Communities work focuses on improving the quality of life for older adults in Tucson and Southern Arizona from Retirement to End of Life. United Way’s ELDER Alliance is a broad collaboration of nonprofit organizations, businesses, government agencies, community partners and age 50+ residents. Through its dedicated action teams, the ELDER Alliance has established a strong system to support the rapidly growing older adult population, allowing older people to stay healthy longer, remain active and involved, and maintain maximum independence.

END OF LIFE CARE PARTNERSHIP
The Arizona End of Life Care Partnership (EOLCP), anchored at United Way of Tucson and Southern Arizona, is the largest funded end-of-life community-based partnership of its kind in the United States thanks to the David and Lura Lovell Foundation and Community Foundation for Southern Arizona. Since its inception in 2017, nearly $8,000,000 has been awarded to the Partnership. EOLCP Partners span healthcare, legal and social services, with a strong emphasis on diverse communities, and cultural and religious traditions.

Their Partners provide education, resources, services, and support to people of all ages in our community, helping them to navigate the challenging issues of serious illness, death, and dying.

The goal is to normalize conversations about death in our community. As of 2019, 75% of people in our community believe it’s important to discuss their end-of-life care wishes with family and loved ones, but 53% said they rarely or never discuss death and dying with anyone. EOLCP’s goal is to promote Advance Care Planning in our community, which significantly reduces healthcare costs, brings peace of mind for the individual, and reduces burden for healthcare providers, family, and loved ones.

20,994 OLDER ADULTS SERVED THROUGH PROGRAMS
5,843 OLDER ADULTS GIVEN TOOLS TO PLAN FOR END OF LIFE THROUGH WORKSHOPS AND COACHING SESSIONS
1,325 OLDER ADULTS HELPS
18,416 OLDER ADULTS REMAIN AT HOME WITH SUPPORTIVE SERVICES
122,762 PARTNER VOLUNTEER HOURS
DIRECT CARE WORKFORCE

The ELDER Alliance, anchored at United Way of Tucson, runs the Direct Care Workforce program which provides sponsorships to qualifying individuals in securing the mandatory requirements in becoming a direct care professional. Susanna was one of those candidates. “I hadn’t worked for 3 years but I knew I wanted to do Direct Care Work after taking care of my Mom in her final days. I heard United Way of Tucson could help with training and support. They even helped me pay for all the pre-qualification tests and fees. I was truly grateful for the help and they also coordinated a Direct Care class where I learned so much. Now that I’m in the field, I go home happy every day after work knowing that I’ve done something good for my community. There are so many people out there who need companionship and want to stay at home, and Direct Care Workers allow them to live their lives to the fullest.” - Susanna Hernandez, Direct Care Worker

ALGURIE’S STORY

Algurie’s organization, Coalition for African American Health and Wellness/Dunbar Pavilion, is a community partner of the End of Life Care Partnership anchored at United Way of Tucson and Southern Arizona. They are chartered to give presentations in Advance Directives called Honoring a Life Workshops. “We want to encourage the community to have the conversation with loved ones and their healthcare providers about what’s important to them, if they cannot speak for themselves. We are committed to serving the seniors of Tucson so that they have a quality of life that can sustain them to staying healthy, being active, continue to work, if they wish and be independent. This is what I want for myself so it’s important to be involved where you can make a contribution and impact the community you serve.” - Algurie Wilson, EOLCP Community Partner
COMMUNITY ENGAGEMENT

DAYS OF CARING

United Way of Tucson’s Days of Caring is Arizona’s single largest volunteer event. Every year, thousands of people from area businesses, schools and community groups lend their time, talents, and energy to volunteer for projects that make a difference in our community. With the ongoing pandemic, various volunteer projects were offered to maximize safety. United Way of Tucson once again partnered with UA Eller College Make a Difference Day to make the 23rd Annual Days of Caring a success. The collaboration of community partners and volunteers helped make a significant impact in our community. 2,080 volunteers from community groups and businesses completed 123 projects, including events, collection drives, landscaping, renovations and other projects that benefit Southern Arizona. Volunteers brought 6,300 hours of community service to the community.

BUSINESS BREAKFAST

The annual Business Leaders Breakfast for Early Education, hosted by United Way’s Women United, brings together hundreds of business leaders and educators to raise awareness and funds for early childhood education. Educated workers are critical to the 21st century workforce and the health of our local economy. In 2022, nearly 305 influential business and community leaders helped raise more than $100,000. Studies show that children who read proficiently by the end of third grade are more likely to succeed academically and graduate from high school prepared for college and careers. Currently, 54% of children in Pima County are not reaching this crucial benchmark. The Business Breakfast targets this issue that affects all of us and the future of Tucson and Southern Arizona.
VOLUNTEER CENTER

Volunteering is at the core of United Way of Tucson’s mission. We know UNITING our community results in the greatest impact. The Volunteer Center at United Way of Tucson currently partners with community organizations such as the City of Tucson, Tucson Clean and Beautiful, the Southern Arizona Volunteer Management Association, The University of Arizona, and many more. We are poised to grow our collaborations and offerings to deepen our engagement with corporate partners, nonprofit entities and caring residents to change more lives and build a thriving community.

United Way of Tucson hosts a free online community platform for volunteering (volunteer.unitedwaytucson.org), aimed at matching community members with various volunteer opportunities throughout Tucson and Southern Arizona. This online volunteer hub is hosted through the Golden Volunteer platform, which allows nonprofits to easily post upcoming and ongoing volunteer opportunities. Nonprofit agencies can partner with United Way of Tucson through Golden, allowing us to share their opportunities. It is easy for volunteers to create a profile and register for any available opportunities. We now can track volunteers at any given period, and nonprofit agencies can easily contact volunteers signed up for a specific opportunity.

We work with our corporate partners to coordinate special volunteer opportunities tailored to their needs throughout the year. We use our community connections to create the perfect volunteer opportunity for employees throughout various industries.

VITA VOLUNTEERS

United Way’s free tax preparation program continued in 2022, powered by our incredible core of Volunteer Income Tax Assistance (VITA) volunteers. 93 volunteers in Pima County stepped up to the task of preparing taxes amid the pandemic, which meant completing full training and delivering services completely online. Along the way, volunteers learned how to use new software platforms and help low-income taxpayers navigate online services comfortably and confidently. Their volunteer efforts helped us bring close to $20 million in tax refunds to families in Arizona over the course of the season.
Every year, individuals, companies and foundations throughout Tucson and Southern Arizona build a stronger community by supporting United Way’s mission. The 2021/2022 Campaign effort was led by Allison Duffy of Silverado Technologies. More than 7,500 individuals and companies responded to the community call. Thank you to all of United Way of Tucson and Southern Arizona’s champions for their exceptional generosity!

2021 - 2022 CORPORATE SPONSORS

#This is Tucson
*Freeport-McMoran
*GEICO
Adelante Foundation established by Nadine & Eddie Basha
ALTA Consulting
Amphitheater Public Schools
Arizona Daily Star
Bank of America
Banner - University Medical Center Tucson
Bayer Crop Science
BMO Harris Bank N. A.
Caterpillar, Inc.
CBIZ
Child & Family Resources, Inc.
The Clements Agency/ HUB International Community Foundation for Southern Arizona
Cushman & Wakefield/ PICOR
Daisy Jenkins & Associates, Inc.
DataWorks
DeConcini McDonald Yetwin & Lacy, P.C.
Desert Diamond Casinos DPR Construction
Easter Seals Blake Foundation
Edmund Marquez Agencies Allstate
Elliott Family Charities
Farhang & Medcoff Attorneys
Helios Education Foundation
Hughes Federal Credit Union
IBM Corporation
Keegan, Linscott & Associates, PC
La Frontera Center
LeCroy & Milligan Associates Inc.
Make Way for Books
Morgan Stanley
National Bank of Arizona
News 4 Tucson
Northwest Healthcare
NuPoint Marketing
OOROO Auto
Pacific Premier Bank
Pima Area Labor Federation
Pima Community College
Pima County - ECAP
Raytheon
REDAR R.E. Darling Co., Inc.
Rick Engineering Company
Roche Tissue Diagnostics
Ruda-Cardinal
Silverado Technologies Inc.
Simply Bits
Southern Arizona Association for the Education of Young Children
Southwest Human Development
Sunstreet Mortgage
Texas Instruments
TMC Healthcare Tucson Electric Power Company
Tucson Unified School District
University of Arizona
UPS
Vail School District
Viable Insights
WaFD Bank
Waters Center for Systems Thinking
West Press
*Year Round Corporate Champion

FOUNDATION & GRANT FUNDERS

Arizona Hospital and Healthcare Association
Bank of America
Bank of America Foundation
Banner Health
Bayer Fund
Catholic Community Service
Chris German Memorial Fund
Coalition for African American Health & Wellness
Community Foundation for Southern Arizona
Diamond Family Foundation
Dr. Clara Seipple Webster Foundation
First Things First
Freeport-McMoRan Foundation
Funeral Consumers Alliance of AZ
Governor’s Office for Youth, Faith & Families
Health Current
Heartland Hospice
Internal Revenue Service
Jane Elise Hendricks Charitable Trust
Knisley Family Foundation, Inc.
Legacy Foundation of Southeast Arizona
Mercy Care
Pacific Premier Bank
Pima Council on Aging
Pima County
Raytheon Technologies
Roots & Roads Community Foundation
Southern Arizona Senior Pride
Step Up to Justice
StriveTogether
The Carolina Fund
The David and Lura Lovell Foundation
The Eliot Spalding Foundation
The John David Mooney Foundation
The Learning Community for Loss, Grief and Transition
The San Francisco Foundation
The Siemer Institute for Family Stability
Tu Nidito Children & Family Services
Tucson Foundations
Tucson Medical Center
Vitalyst Health Foundation
Wells Fargo
Wells Fargo Foundation
2022 CIRCLE OF EXCELLENCE AWARDS

Best of the Best ECL of the Year: TMC Team: Bruce Ayers, Heidi Hultquist, and Megan Bucnis
Rookie of the Year Award: Nick Hilton, The University of Arizona
LIVE UNITED Award: Child Family Resources
Building a Better Community Award: TMC HealthCare
Cornerstone Award: RE Darling
Time, Talent, Treasure Award: Lillian Brantley-Thompson
Champions of Caring Award: Caterpillar, Inc.
Partnership Award: UPS Teamster Local 104
All American Award: Allison Duffy of Silverado Technologies
Best Small Company: Rick Engineering
Best Medium Company: QuikTrip
Best Large Company: Freeport-McMoRan
Michael J. Harris Spirit of Tucson Award: GEICO

TOP 100 CORPORATE CHAMPIONS

AGM Container Controls
Amphitheater Public Schools
Anheuser-Busch
Arizona CFC
Arizona Complete Healthcare (Centene)
Arizona Gives Day
Arizona Public Service - Saguaro Power Plant
Association of Universities for Research in Astronomy - AURA
AYCO Charitable Foundation
Bank of America
Banner Bank
Banner-University Medical Center Tucson
Barker Contracting
Bayer Crop Science
Blue Cross Blue Shield of Arizona
BMO Harris Bank N.A.
Border States Electric Supply
Borderland Construction Company, Inc.
Caterpillar Inc.
Citi
City of Tucson ECAP
Comcast Communications
Commerence Bank of Arizona
CopperPoint Mutual Insurance Company
Costco Wholesale
Crescent Crown Distributing, LLC
Dataworks
Diageo Beer Company
Dillard's - Park Place-914
Dillard's - Tucson Mall-915
Diversified Design & Construction
Drexel Heights Fire District
Easterseals Blake Foundation
Edmund Marquez Agencies Allstate Agencies
Eli Lilly Company
Empire Machinery
Enterprise Holdings
Exact Sciences Corporation - Remote
ExxonMobil
FedEx
Flowers-Rieger & Associates, PLLC
Freeport-McMoRan, Inc.
Frito Lay
Garmin International
GEICO
Harlow Gardens
IBM Corporation
IBM Retirees
Illinois Tool Works Inc.
Jim Click Automotive Team
Kalil Bottling Co.
Keegan, Linscott & Associates
Kellogg Co.
KVOA Communications
Lewis Roca Rothgerber Christie
MHIRJ Aviation
National Bank of Arizona
Nationwide Insurance
Nelnet
Niles Investment Corp.
Northern Trust, NA
Northwest Healthcare
O'Reilly Auto Parts
O'Reilly Chevrolet
Pascua Yaqui Tribe
Pima Area Labor Federation
Pima Community College
Pima Council on Aging
Pima County ECAP
Principal Financial Group
Quik Trip HQ (Tulsa, OK)
Rain Bird Corporation
Raymond James
Local Offices
Raytheon Company
RE Darling Co. Inc.
Rick Engineering Company
Roche Tissue Diagnostics
Silverado Technologies Inc.
Simply Bits
Southern New Hampshire University
Southwest Gas Corporation
Sunnyside School District
Target Stores
Team Fishel
Texas Instruments
TMC HealthCare
TRICO Electric Cooperative Inc.
Tucson Electric Power Company
United Community Health Center
United Parcel Service
UnitedHealth Group
University of Arizona
US Bank
Vail School District
Verizon Mobile Communications
WaFd Bank
Wells Fargo

20.
AFFINITY GROUPS

Founded in 1984, the United Way Tocqueville Society is an opportunity for passionate individuals to become more deeply involved in our mission. The Tocqueville Society recognizes local philanthropic leaders who have devoted time, talent and funds to create change in our community. In Tucson and Southern Arizona, Tocqueville Society members demonstrate how generosity today impacts the generations of tomorrow. Last year, United Way’s Tocqueville Society had 72 members totaling $4,166,203 in gifts for Southern Arizona.

Women United is a global movement of more than 75,000 diverse women leaders who combine their financial power and talents to address key issues in their communities. In Southern Arizona, Women United devotes its efforts to early education and literacy. Its local impact can be seen through year-round activities such as volunteer reading and networking events. Their signature event is the Annual Business Leaders for Early Education Breakfast. In 2022, The Business Breakfast raised more than $100,735 for early childhood education in our community.

Young Leaders United (YLU) is a group of passionate, community-focused young professionals who want to connect with peers, serve their community and develop as leaders for change. They achieve these goals by participating in United Way events, engaging in community issues and giving personally. YLU raises funds for Opportunity Youth, 16-24-year-olds who are not connected to work or school. In 2022, YLU continued to raise funds to benefit Opportunity Youth and work closely with the Goodwill Metro Re-engagement Center to assist several individuals enrolled at the Center.
TOCQUEVILLE SOCIETY DONORS

Debbie & Hal Ashton
William Assenmacher
Alice & Paul Baker
Lori & Steve Banzhaf
Pat & Paul Bonavia
Ty Brown
Jean & Jim Burns
The Frances Chapin Foundation
Philanthropic Fund
Vicki & Jim Click
David J. Cohen
Dr. Charles A. Davis
Jeannie & Cole Davis
The Donald R. Diamond Family Foundation
Michael Donoghue
Carol & Robert Dorsey
Amy & Rob Draper
Allison Duffy & Dr. Basel Skeif
Lynne Wood & Bruce Dusenberry
Carmen Bermudez & Tom Feeney
Jil & Britt Feldhausen
Betty & Tom Fournier
Aaron Gilchrist
Peggy Goulding
Pam & Jim Griffith
Charlotte Harris
Ann & Christopher Harris
Duff & Michelle Hearon
Paul Holze
Amber & Edwin Hopper
Maureen & Charles Huckleberry
Cathy & David Hutchens
The Jacob Family
Patricia & Robert Johnston
Naomi Karp
Beth & Michael Kasser
Bruce & Margaret A. King
Nancy & Kristian Kluge
George & Margaret Larsen
Helaine Levy
The Lohse Family
Czarina M. & Humberto S. Lopez
Wendy & Edmund Marquez
Sandra Maxfield
Patricia & Ross McCallister Jr.
Dr. Elizabeth & Ryan McIntyre
Catherine & Claude Merrill
Eleanor & Morgan North
Allan Norville
R.B. "Buck" O’Rielly
Patricia Raskob & Tom Paulus
Linda & Tony Penn
The Donald Pitt Family
Diana Stegall & Richard Pollock
Judith Rich
Drs. Marcia & George Rieke
Dr. Robert C. Robbins
Priscilla & William Robinson
Michael J. Rusing
Patricia & Ronald Sable
Calline Sanchez & Chad Driedger
Neri & Brent Sandweiss
Drs. Helen & John Schaefer
MacKenzie Scott
Carol & Lex Sears
Patrick Sniezek
Howard Stewart
Dr. Allison Titcomb
Michelle & Manny Trindade
Katherine & Glenn Van Loan
Dr. Clara Seippel Webster
Laurie & Larry Wetterschneider
Douglas J. Wylie

WOMEN UNITED EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE

Tracy Benson
Mary Bouley
Lillian Brantley-Thompson
Monica Brinkerhoff
Melinda Burke
Lindy Cote
Lori Cotten
Elizabeth Cozzi
Deepa Dalvi
Jane DeNigris
LaVonne Douville
Linda Drake
Allison Duffy
Dr. Dolores Duran-Cerda
Lynne Wood Dusenberry
Delia Gonzalez
Peggy Goulding
Aimee Graves
Dr. Melissa Hernandez
Denisse Hernandez de Ortiz
Elizabeth Hightower
Daisy Jenkins
Nancy Kluge
Dianne Maki-Sethi
Wendy Marquez
Stephanie Martin
Sandra Maxfield
Dr. Elizabeth McIntyre
Cat Merrill
Trish Muir
Elizabeth Murphy
Jessica Novak
Lisa Owens-Sredzinski
Cory Rees
Mary Rowley
Silvia Salcido
Calline Sanchez
Amber Schlak
Kassondra Silva
Dr. Allison Titcomb
Laura Vitkus
Carol Weber
Arika Wells
Rebecca Werner
Alicia White

YOUNG LEADERS UNITED EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE

Peyman Amini
BMO Harris Bank
Meredith Bode
United Way of Tucson & Southern Arizona
Chris Gast
University of Arizona College of Law
Derrick Hyatt
United Way of Tucson & Southern Arizona
Laura Jones
Caterpillar, Inc.
Brenda Rojo
GEICO
Liana Sharp
United Way of Tucson & Southern Arizona
Cynthia Sosa
Texas Instruments
Chris Stemple
Raytheon Technologies
Scott Tobin
Merrill Lynch
With a planned gift to United Way of Tucson and Southern Arizona, you can combine your desire to give back to the community with your overall financial, tax, and estate planning goals. Planned giving gives you a special connection with our community and its future success. You will help improve quality education, financial wellness, and healthy communities in Tucson and Southern Arizona — for now and for years to come.

With the goal of reaching a $25 million endowment, you can support United Way’s community impact through the next 100 years by ensuring that vital programs serving our community are sustained, operational needs are met, and our community is poised to grow and thrive with its changing needs.

Secure your legacy today.

“The Diamond/Levy families have been supporters and advocates of United Way of Tucson and Southern Arizona for over 50 years through our volunteer time and philanthropic contributions. We recognize the positive impact that the organization has had in meeting the needs of our community and our wish is to continue this legacy through our $1 million gift to the Centennial Endowment Fund.”

- Helaine Levy, Diamond Foundation Centennial Fund Donor
2022 CENTENNIAL FUND DONORS

Vicki & John Balentine
Lori & Steve Banzhaf
Deepa Bhattacharya
Carmen Bermudez & Tom Feeney
Rita Davis
Betty & Tom Fournier
Kathleen & John Graham
The George Mason Green & Lois C. Green Foundation
Patricia & Howard Harpst
Charlotte A. Harris
Kevin Hendricks
Ted Hinderaker
Nancy & Kristian Kluge
Denice Lamar
Helaine Levy
Sandra Maxfield
Catherine & Claude Merrill
Alice & Bill Roe
Joan & Bill Smitherman
United Way is proud to have the highest possible ratings from Charity Navigator, GuideStar and Great Non-Profits. These ratings and national accolades reflect United Way’s commitment to responsible stewardship and transparency.
# FINANCIALS

## EXPENSES

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category</th>
<th>Amount</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Community Impact</td>
<td>$11,752,941</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fundraising</td>
<td>$1,231,292</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Management &amp; General</td>
<td>$1,138,005</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**TOTAL EXPENSES: $14,122,238**

## REVENUE

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category</th>
<th>Amount</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Contributions and Grants</td>
<td>$7,689,784</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Government Contracts</td>
<td>$5,845,117</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Donor Designations</td>
<td>$641,070</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rent Revenue</td>
<td>$657,516</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Investment Income</td>
<td>$(868,338)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Program Fees &amp; Other Income</td>
<td>$86,850</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**TOTAL REVENUE: $14,051,999**

*Total revenues and expenses include amounts raised on behalf of others.*
THANK YOU TO OUR DONORS

July 1, 2021 - June 30, 2022

TOUCHEVILLE SOCIETY
$10,000+
Debbie & Hal Ashton
William Assenmacher
Alice & Paul Baker
Lori & Steve Banzhaf
Pat & Paul Bonavia
Ty Brown
Jean & Jim Burns
The Frances Chapin Foundation
Philanthropic Fund
Vicki & Jim Click
David J. Cohen
Dr. Basel Skeif
Allison Duffy & Amy & Rob Draper
Dorsey
Amy & Rob Draper
Allison Duffy & Dr. Basel Skeif
Lynne Wood & Bruce Dusenberry
Carmen Bermudez & Tom Feeney
Jil & Britt Feldhausen
Betty & Tom Fournier
Aaron Gilchrist
Peggy Goulding
Pam & Jim Griffith
Charlotte Harris
Ann & Christopher Harris
Duff & Michelle Hearon
Paul Holze
Amber & Edwin Hopper
Maureen & Charles Huckelberry
Cathy & David Hutchens
The Jacob Family
Patricia & Robert Johnston
Naomi Karp
Beth & Michael Kasser
Bruce & Margaret A. King
Nancy & Kristian Kluge
George & Margaret Larsen
Helaine Levy
The Lohse Family
Czarina M. & Humberto S. Lopez
Wendy & Edmund Marquez
Sandra Maxfield
Patricia & Ross McCallister Jr.
Dr. Elizabeth & Ryan McIntyre
Catherine & Claude Merrill
Eleanor & Morgan North
Allan Norville
R.B. "Buck" O’Rielly
Patricia Raskob & Tom Paulus
Linda & Tony Penn
The Donald Pitt Family
Diana Stegall & Richard Pollock
Judith Rich
Drs. Marcia & George Rieke
Dr. Robert C. Robbins
Priscilla & William Robinson
Michael J. Rusing
Patricia & Ronald Sable
Calline Sanchez & Chad Driedger
Neri & Brent Sandweiss
Drs. Helen & John Schaefer
MacKenzie Scott
Carol & Lex Sears
Patrick Sniezek
Howard Stewart
Dr. Allison Titcomb
Michelle & Manny Trindade
Katherine & Glenn Van Loan
Clara Seippel Webster
Laurie & Larry Wetterschneider
Douglas J. Wylie
LaVonne Douville & Chet Hedden
Leila E. Duncan
Dr. Dolores Duran-Cerda
Leslie Gallaher
Viola Gould
Kathleen & John Graham
Joseph Gulotta
Jeff Hall
Terrie Fernandez & John Harvey
Hanjalia Hazwezew
Robert Hungate
Todd A. Jaeger J.D.
Regina Kelly
Paul Lierheimer
Thaddeus Litkenhus
Amber Dawn Mathewson
Jarrod Moss
Bruce Paton
Karyn Prechtel-Altman
David Rhoades
Mary & Jim Rowley
Dawn Sabers & Neal Eckel
John "Jack" Schannep
Pamela Odette Scott
Trisha & Geoff Sjoblom
Roger L. Van Zele
Nicole & Dr. Chad Whelan
Allicia White
Laurence Wilken
Mary & Ken Carpenter
Jasmine Chan
Troy Chavez
Tom J. Christie
Lisa Ordenez & Leamon Crooms III
Dr. Theresa Cullen
Jason Davis
Steve Denny
Justin DePinto
Debra & Steven Dirks
Eric Evenson
Nick Fuller
Amelia Gallardo
Misty & Darrel Goad
Augustine Gonzalez
Heather Graham
Marlon Harmon
Ashley Heiden
Sara Johnson
Gary Kelly
Daryl Koeppel
Adriana J. Kong
Romero
Douglas Lane
John Lotarski
Jill Malick
Mary Martinson
William Maynie
Jim McCorry
Eric Mortensen
Lori Munro
Donald Myers
John North
Kathy & Clayton Niles
Ashley & Scott Odom
Ruben Patino
Karl Phelps
Paul Predick
Jacob Prietto
Joel Rohlik
Frances Rome
Clarisa Rosales-Logue
Sam Rugel
Dee Ann & James Sakrison
Richard Sarti
Isaac Shr
Michelle Simon
Diane & J. Randall Smith
Terri Lee Spencer
Matthew N. Sullivan
George Timson

DIAMOND
$7,500 - $9,999
Camine DeBonis Jr.

PLATINUM
$5,000 - $7,499
Denise Dickson
Burton J. Kinerk
Eileen & Tom Rotkis
Suzanne Shields
Drs. Merrie Brucks & Richard Snodgrass
Dr. Luan Wagner
Carol & Brian Weber

GOLD
$2,500 - $4,999
John & Lolly Almquist
Clay Bacon
Vicki & John Balentine
Nadine Basha
James Bateman Jr.
Kathryn & Larry Berkbigler
Carla Blackwell
Whitney S. Braun
Shirley & Arthur Breipohl
Joseph Broschak
Laura & Arch Brown
Craig Campbell
Barbara & John Carter
Pete Cates
Harris Family
Charitable Gift Fund
Deepa & Uday Dalvi
Robert Darling
Gary S. Darling
Patricia Desai

SILVER
$1,500 - $2,499
Chris Babler
Amber Backman
Bonnie Adair Bazata
Laura & Michael Bergan
Dr. Deepta Bhattacharya
Tracy Bissell
Lillian Brantley-Thompson & Jimmy Thompson
Ken Briggs
Philip Brobeck

27.
Arika Wells
Daniel C. Wyatt

**BRONZE** $1,000 - $1,499
Aaron Albert
Dr. Kay Aldridge
Joann Alexander
Delma Allen
Jose Anaya
Robby Anderson
Charles Applegate
Mary Arco
Jeffrey Atwater
Jeanette & Don Baker
John Baker
Matthew Ball
David Bartmess
Nancy Beck & Dennis Murphy
Joshua Bedyk
Gary Bell
Veronica Belyeu
Timothy Berg
Sean Beyer
Timothy Burbridge
Katelin Burgess
Christine Camargo
Christopher Cawein
Carranna Chaney
Gary Christopherson
Jack Clements
Margaret & John Combs
Ron Corbin
Laura Corona
Victoria Cordinas
Richard Cota
Lori & Tim Cotten
Elizabeth Cozzi
Michael Dalo
Rita Davis
Kimberly Dees
Jennifer Degrazia
Jane DeNigris
Sidy Dieng
Keith Dooley
Dr. David Dore
Kimberly Dupont
Travis Duran
Diana Durazo-Grubb
Jody Eckrote
Lori Ehman
Daniel Elias
Brian Eller
Beverely & Robert "Bob" Elliott
Jaime Esparza
Lary Evans
Patricia Felker
Gail Fine
Ashley Fitzharris
Phillip Fletcher
Jesus Flores
Michael Flowers
Richard Fontaine
Karen Fowler
Jessica Fraver
Theran Frederick
Melissa Furrow
Grace Gainey
Francisco Galindo
Francisco Garcia
Gilberto Garcia
Stephanie Giambruno
Gail Giclas
Jennifer Gillihan
Sean Gladieux
Kathryn & Ronald Golberg
David Goldstein
Delia Gonzalez
Aimee Graves
Randy Graves
William Gureck
Tracey Gutheim
Kevin Hale
Ronald Hammer
Walter Harris
Alfred Heimpel
Donald Henderson
Gary Henshaw
Dr. Melissa Hernandez
Denisse Hernandez de Ortiz
Richard Herran
Chance Hightower
Elizabeth Hightower
Ted Hinderaker
Trevor Hinske
Whitney & Dr. Gabriel Hintzsche
Kelly Hook
Ellen & Roger Howlett
Gabriel Hursh
Derrick Hyatt
Paul Iezzi
Jonathan Irving
Gregory Jackson
Martha & John Jarboe
Daisy Jenkins
Jonathon Johnson
Recharde Johnson
Crystal Jones
Laura Jones
Nathan Jones
Susan & Jonathan Kasle
John Kavathas
Thomas Keating
Yves Khawam
Barbara & Jay Kittle
Susan Koza
Shelley Kroska
Lee D. Lambert JD
Amelia Lansdowne
Andrew Law
Larry Layton
Jean Lee
Jan Lesher
Helen & Gerald Lessells
Addie Liening
Andy Liu
Luis Lizarraga
Kelly Loomis
Evette Lopez
Anne Maley-Schaffner
Christine & Michael Manda
Jorge Martinez
Melissa McFarland
Robin McGeorge
Scott McGinnis
Meredith Medina
Steven Melendez
Lela Messick
Jennifer Midgley
Eleanor Moty & Michael Croft
Brian Mund
Merry & David Mungo
Elizabeth Murphy
Allison Nixon
Jessica Novak
Beverly Nusbaum
Tim O’Connor
James & Jennifer Oehlerking
Mark Oggero
Natalie Olson
Tim O’Moore
Gabriela Ordone
Michael Ortega
Tracy Ortiz
Lisa Owens-Sredniński
Kevin Palmer
Steven Pangburn
Stephen Parker
Gilbert Parra
Dr. Philip Peartree
Gerald Perry
Jennie Piccarreta
Mary & Stephen Placencia
Scott Plum
Dr. Maria Pryorthea
Jennifer Psillas
John Puckett
Jill Putt
Bruce Read
Cory Rees
Carl Rempert
Keith Rogers
Lee F. Rogers
Ramon Romero
Thomas Ross
Lisa Royal
Michael Sabori
Silvia Salcido
Daniel Alvarez
Sanchez
Adam Schoen
Rick Seaberg
Camela Shreeves
Sarah Shrees
Kassondra Silva
David Silvern
Karen Simms
Kathryn Skinner
Jason Skouson
Lisa Slecha
Carmen Smith
Michelle Soper
Mary Anne & William Springer
Caleb Stanton
Brian Stewart
Mark Stoll
Vijay Sundharam
Phil Swaim
Anthony Tai
Donna & Kenneth Taylor
Sheila Templeton
Andreas Theodorou
Stephen Thoreson
Terrill Tillman
Timothy Tilton
Marjorie Trujillo-Farmer
Amanda Vallentine
Layne Vargas
Jose Vasquez
Drs. Elizabeth Wack & Fred Fialtro
Noreen & Dr. Jon Wang
Hollie Ward
Catherine Wells
Bobby White
Patricia Williams
Jason Winsky
David Wiseley
Amanda K. Wolfe
David Wright
Tori Yenser

**PIONEER** $500 - $999
Amanda Abens
Perla Acedo
Daniel Acedo Romero
Bailey Ackerman
Esteban Acosta
Rene Acuna
Bret Adams
Todd Brett Adams
Belinda Agan
Richard Ageton III
Jodi Aguilar
Josephine Aitken
Diana Alarcon
Gaby Aldan
Marisa Alejandro
Nicole Alfaro
Dr. John Allen
Shane Allen
Mark Alterman
Angel Alvarado
Jessica Alvarado
Joe Alvarez
Samantha Alvarez
Misty Amick
Christy Anderson
Diana Anderson
Thomas Anderson
“Everyone deserves a level playing field and the United Way of Tucson is a recognized way that our community can make a huge impact by working together to give of our time, talent and treasure.”

- Michelle Trindade, Senior Vice President Customer Experience, GEICO

“I am writing you this message to tell you how much I appreciate United Way of Tucson’s help with my babies. Especially in this difficult time I am very grateful in all the love I have been receiving and am more than grateful for this program.”

- Parent receiving emergency help through the United Way Emergency Fund
Angelica Barragan
Amanda Barney
Andrea Arroyo
Andrew Arias
Kathleen Blanchard
Mathew Bilardi
Lisa Bibbens
Martin Bernal
Bergantino Jr.
Scott Bentley
Tamra Benavidez
Scott Bentley
Julio Louis
Bergantino Jr.
Martin Bernal
Lisa Bibbens
Paula & Edwin Biggers
Jenell Biggs
Mathew Bilardi
Erich Birch
Kathleen Blanchard
Ronald Blessing
Jude Blue
Luke Blystone
America Romero
Bodine
Eric Bohorquez
Rosanna Bojorquez
Anya Bonnell
Jordan Bontrager
Gabriella Borquez
Mia Borquez
Pamela Bottolfson
Pete Bowers
Denise Bowls
Erik Bradburn
William Bradway
Donald Brandt
Amanda Breen
Erik Brietske
Ronald Briggs
James Brislawn
Tina Broady
Jamil Brooks
Cory Brown
Jamie Brown
Katrina Brown
Kiara Brown
Shakilya
Brown-Davis
Sheila Bruce
Nikki Brullo
Samuel Bruno
Courtney Buller
Joseph Bunker
Julie Burch
Barbara Burczynski
Abel Burgess
Darius Burgess
Frank Burke
Brian Burkhardt
Tiffany Burroughs
Robert Bush
Alexis Bustamante
Gabriel Bustamante
Alfred Bustillos
Walter Calderon
Karen Camacho
Stephen Cambalik
Marc Cameron
Christian Campbell
Jasmine Canaletti
Howard Canfield
Sally Carpenter
Steve Carper
Collin Carrico
Nahid Carrillo
Raymond Carroll
Timothy Carter
Dustin Cassel
Fadila Castaneda
Juan Castillo
Adrian Castro
Jessica Castro
Raul Castro
Zeus Castro
John Cayce
Jane Cebula
Bo Cecala
Jacquelyn Celaya
Jonathan Cerpeak
Kimberly Challender
Stephen Chambers
Shauna Charette
Debra Chargin
Robert Charles Jr
Maegan Chaulk
Anna Chavez
Kathleen Chavez
Marcela Maria
Chavez
Juan Chavira
Kelly Cheeseman
Richard Chodacznik
Stephanie
Christensen
Ryan Christianson
Ruth Christopherson
Brandt Christy
Khrystyne Chung
Dr. Marta Civil
Robert Clark
W. Mark Clark
Justin Clayborn
Becca Clements
Jenni Clor
Kristen Clor
Dustin Coale
Michole Cobos
Barbra Coffee
Andrew Cohen
Jonnie & Maxim
Cohen
Charissa Cole
Jenna Cole
Nancy Cole
Desiree Collins
Crystal Conn
Susannah Connor
Denice Contreras
Mary Cook
Kevin Coombs
Kaella Copeland
Lorena Cordova
Yvonne Corral
Nick Cortez
Brittany Cortinas
Lynn Cosgrove
Thomas Cosgrove
Cathy Cota
Lindy Cote
Thomas Cothren Jr.
Khiry Couch
Joshua Covert
Judy Cox
Liz Cox
Nickolas Cox
Lisa Creager
Stephen Crenshaw
Daniel Cross
Val Crouch
Edith Croxen
Christian Cruz
Michael Cruz
Kaelin Cundiff
Luana Cunningham
Rochelle
Cunningham
Timothy Cushing
Amanda Cvtikovich
Nick Czechowski
Natasha Dack
Andres Dahmen
Jessika Daiber
Chad Daigle
Elizabeth Dalgleish
Tracy Daniel
Gerald
Daugheenbaugh
Melissa D'Auria
Nina Davault
Christopher Davies
Paul Davis
Richard Davis
Sarah Davis
Teresa Rae Davis
Melissa De La
Gardelle
Abel De La Ossa
Elizabeth De Voi
Robert Deangelo
Sarah Dechter
Brenden Dedmon
Victoria Deering
Andrea Dekker
Joshua Delahanty
Norma Delgado
De Lopez
Bethany Demott
Breanna Denning
William Detor
Taryn Deveney
Gabriela Di Vetta
Christian Dianna
Adam Dietz
Ashley Digmann
Linda Dingle
Jacob Dinkel
Hilton Dixon
Sabrina Dixon
Juan Dominguez
Fernando Dorame
Carlos Dow
Caitlyn Draper
Alexis Drysdale
Alexander
Dugan-Vidal
Christopher Duncan
Rachelle Duncan
Michael Duran
Jessica Duttle
Regina Dyck
Jesse Dykema
Steven Eddy
James Edington
Clinton Elder
Michelle Elenez
Jeff Ellingboe
Lucy Elmer
Samson Elsas
Donald Erickson
Barbara Escobar
Luis Espinoza
Vidriana Espinoza
Michele Estavillo
Kara Estes
Ruth Estrada
Fabian Estrella
Camille Evans
Michael Evans
Linda Everett
Michael Everett
Carla Faber
Lori Falkenheimer
Daniel Farmer
Chris Faulkner
John Feckner
Dan Feddor
Priscila Feddor
Joel Feinman
Jesus Felix
Tiffany Felix
Michelle Ferman
Crystal Few-Polanco
Robert Finkle
Timothy Finlay
Andrew Flagg
Lisa Floran
Fernando Flores
Angel Gomez
Andrew Gentz
Anna Fragozo
Angel Fragoso
Andrea Foley
Cordell Gossen
Angel Hernandez
Anna Hernandez
Andrew Gourevitch
Nancy & Dr. Gordon Graham
Julia Grantham
Michael Gray
Susan Gray
Estevan Gregory
Jacob Gregory
Stephen Greth
Roger Grigsby
Shelaine Grijalva
Summer Groves
Kris Grundberg
Luis Guevara
Donna Guilian
Blythe Gunn
Karla Gutierrez
Jason Hadlock
Dr. David Hahn
Roger Hall
Emily Halvorson
Michele Hammond
Tank Hammond
Melissa Hankins
Heidi Hanson
Bekki & William Harper
David Harris
Derrick Harris
Kathleen Harrison
Gerry & Kenneth Hart
Felicite Hartmann
Cheyenne Harven
Rob Hastings
Chelsea Hawkins
Kwesi Hazel
Kenneth Hedrick
Brian Heithoff
Kevin Hendricks
Nallely Henriquez
Taylor Henry
Johnathan Herlein
Ana Hernandez
Angel Hernandez
Genesis Hernandez
Jose Hernandez
Rene Hernandez
Julian Herrera
Judith Hertel
Lori Hewings
Angel Hidalgo
Caprice Hidalgo
Elizabeth Hildreth
Rebecca Hill
Seth Hill
Stephen Hinchcliffe
Savina Hitchcock
Valeree Hitchcock
Lisa Hite
Karen Hochede
Della Hodson
Gunnar Hoffmann
Shea-Lynn Hoisington
Marissa Holguin
William Holland
Elisia Holloway
Dan Hollywood
Chase Homan
Linda Hough
Valerie Huerta
Sandra Hull
Joshua Humbert
Brian Hunt
Daniel Hunt
Samuel Hunt
Ed Hunter
Patricia Hyatt
Katrina Inclan
Jose Iracheta
Monica Islas
Jennie James
Brooke Janoski
Heather Janssen
Amanda Jariwala
Jackson Jenkins
Joshua Jensen
Gustavo Jimenez
Jody Jividen
Alisia Joe
Brian Johnson
Eric Johnson
Jamal Johnson
Nicholas Johnson
Randi Johnson
Ronnie Johnson
Carli Jones
Christian Jones
Dansiea Jones Morris
Michael Jones
Tiffany Jones
Sharina Jordan
Tonya Jordan
Juan Joyas
Jared Judy
Tyrone Jungjohann
Elyse Kacin
Aleasha Kadmas
Kyle Kaempf
Stephen Kaplan
Laura Kaplan-Burns
Julie Katsel
Stephanie Kay
Broiana Keenan
Lexi Keiper
Brenda Kelley
Jeanee Kelly
Susan Kelly
Deivon Kemp
Elaine Kempert
Marisol Kenman
Michele Kennedy
Dr. Robert Kennicutt
Katharine Kent
Liza Kerekes
Karim Khalifa
Sam Khayat
Stephen Kimball
Richard Kin
Alicia Kingma
Brandon Kinney
Miranda Kinser
Stephen Kiser
Derek Kisich
Matthew Klaer
Steven Knagge
Sheila Knoth
Derek Koltunovich
Blake Koomar
Christopher Korges
Robert Kornack
Charles Kot
Ahmad Koussa
Maxwell Kowalcez
William Krause
Carli Kuefler
Kevin Kyris
Ashlee Lacinski
Mariah Lahrman
Denice Lamar
Antonio Lamas
Marcus Lambard
Jennifer Lambert
Armida Lamear
Peilin Lan
Joseph Lanius
Douglas Lansdowne
Marcos Lares
Jimmy Laurence
Bethany Leahy
Allyssa Lebel
Miguel Lebron
Yasmin Lebron
Lauren Lee
Rebecca Lee
Cynthia Leo
Ronald Leon
Caroline Lewis
Lillian Lewis
Matthew Lewis
Frank Leyva
Ali Lieven
Breanna Lines
Bryith Lizarra
Daniel Longanecker
Fernanda Lopez
Gabriel Lopez
Manuel Lopez
Mark Lopez
Miguel Lopez
Tamara Lopez
Lashley Loughridge
Ryan Lounsberry
Peter Lovett
Trent Lowry
Loni Loyd
Keith Lozeau
Henry Lucas Jr
Ana Lucero
Claudia Lugo
Leticia Lujan
Karen Luna
Miguel Luzunaris
Kelly Ly Dela
Leslie Lynch
Elsa MacHarg
William MacHarg
Sydney Macinnis
Nathan MacWhorter
Joseph Madrid
Jocelyn Maz
Kimber Magoffin
Richard Main
Renee Maldonado
Paula Mandel
Jessica Marchbanks
Maribeth Marcheschi
Frances Marcos
Garrett Markve
Chante Martin
Christopher Martin
Chuck Martin
Seth Martin
Alexis Martinez
Christopher Martinez
Dillon Martinez
Isaiah Martinez
Juan Martinez
Vanessa
Martinez-Felix
Michael Marus
Tiffany Massie
Kyle Mathern
Colleen Coyle Mathis
Linda & William Matola
Allie Matthews
Ervin Matthews
Elizabeth
Matthias-Loghry
Kristina Mavros
Kathy & Richard Mayorga
Denisse Mazza
Rachel McAllister
Espy McCabe
Rebecca McCarthy
Misha-Ray McCleese
Matt McCollum
Jeffrey McConnell
Kelly McCormick
Follow us on Social!

@unitedwaytucson
@unitedwayaz
@unitedwayaz

United Way of Tucson and Southern Arizona

Learn More!

UnitedWayTucson.org

P. 520.903.9000 | F. 520.903.9002

330 N. Commerce Park Loop
Ste. 200 Tucson, AZ 85745